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GROW YOUR OWN
Perennials

HAVE MORE PLANTS — AT SMALLER COST. IT’S EASY — IT’S FUN

ALYSSUM
1800 Saxatile Compactum (Basket of Gold) (12")—The brightest yellow spring
rock garden flower. Pkt., 10c.

AQUILEGIA (Columbine)
1820 Scott Elliot's Long Spurred Hybrids (26")—A wonderful mixture.
Large flowers of pink, white, blue yellow and red. Pkt., 25c.

ARABIS (ROCK CRESS) (5")
1830 Alpina—Forms spreading tufts covered with sheets of pure white flowers.
One of the earliest spring-flowering plants we have. Perfectly hardy and
long-lived. Pkt., 25c.

COREOPSIS (24")
1900 Sunburst—Highly prized in cut flower decorations for their long grace-
ful stems and exceptionally long keeping quality. Pkt., 10c.

CAMPANULA (Bellflower)
Calycanthema (24")—This old favorite cup and saucer Canterbury Bell is
a flower worthy of perpetuation in every garden of today. Because bi-
ennials live only 2 years and die after blooming, new plants should be
started each year from seeds. Clear brilliant colors. 1870 White 1872
Pink; 1874 Blue; and 1876 Mixed. Pkt., 10c each.
1880 *Persicifolia (Peach Bells) (30")—A noble plant for the middle of the
hardy border. Large, bright blue flowers neatly arranged around their
straight stems which rise from low mounds of peach-like foliage. Pkt., 25c.

DIGITALIS (Foxglove) (48")
1950 Gloxiniaeflora Mixed—For stately and picturesque beauty, these have
not been surpassed. The long tubular, spotted flowers hang in a mass on
spikes 2-3' long. Because biennials live only 2 years and die after blooming,
new plants should be started each year from seeds. Mixture includes
purple, rose yellow and white. Pkt., 10c.

PACIFIC HYBRID DELPHINIUM (72")
Since the introduction of this superb class of giant Delphiniums it has
become everyone's favorite. The huge florets 2½" and more in diameter
are practically 100% double. Our seed stock comes directly from the originator.
1910 Black Knight Series—Dark Blue
1916 Galahad Series—White
1920 Summer Skies Series—Clear Blue
1914 Round Table Series—Many different crosses and blends are included in
this mixture.
New crop seed will be ready in July. Pkt., 50c: 1/32 oz., $1.00.

HOLLYHOCKS (72")
1994 Double Mixed. An old favorite for early summer flowers. Easy to
grow. Pkt., 10c.

LUPINUS
2020 Russell Strain (36")—Long, well-rounded symmetrical flower spikes
of striking beauty. The color range is enormous. Pkt., 25c.

ICELAND POPPIES
2050 Sanford’s Giants Mixed—This new strain of Iceland Poppies, we believe,
is the finest obtainable. Great care in selection and reselection has pro-
duced a wonderful color balance, immense flowers and greater length
of stems. Pkt., 25c.

PYRETHRUM (Painted Daisy) (24")
2070 Roseum Single and Double Mixed—An excellent variety of colors, 15% to 25% of the plants produce double flowers. They usually
bloom for Decoration Day in Salt Lake Valley. Pkt., 25c.

SWEET WILLIAM (Dianthus Barbatus) (18")
Well known and well liked for its adaptability and beauty in many
different situations.
2150 Single Giant-Flowered Mixed. Pkt., 10c.
2160 Double Giant-Flowered Mixed. Pkt., 15c.
2170 Newport Pink—Large Single flowers. Pkt., 15c.
2180 Scarlet Beauty—Large single. Pkt., 15c.

Selections from the worlds finest Irises.
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TIFFANY

Novelty Special

THE IRIS LOVERS' COLLECTION

City of Lincoln
Great Lakes
Lighthouse
Ormohr
Snowking
TREASURE ISLAND

THESE 6 GREAT IRIS
ONLY $3.50

Average Shipping Weight 2 lbs.

WHITE

6800 - GUDRUN E. 39". Snowy White, warmed by a golden beard and fine sprinkling of gold dust. Large and shapely. 30c - 3 for $1.50

6801 - SNOW FLURRY EM. 36". A beautiful ruffled confection with a tint of blue in the newly opened blooms. Exquisite form.

6802 - SNOWKING LM. 36". Large flowers of pure white. Closed standards, and falls gracefully flaring. 30c - 3 for $1.50

PLICATAS

6803 - LOS ANGELES M. 36". Pure white pli- cata with slight blue stitching at the center. 35c - 3 for 90c

6804 - TIFFANY M. 30". Gaily different. It is heavily stitched off rose on a yellow back- ground. A profuse bloomer. 60c - 3 for $1.80

6805 - WASATCH E. 32". A very large, broad petalled white plant with even markings of mid-blue. 30c - 3 for $1.50

BLUE

6810 - BEUCHLEY'S GIANT E. 40". A tall blue bi-color giant. A pleasing combination of light and deep blue. 25c - 3 for 60c

6812 - EL CAPITAN M. 38". Very large blue flowers, slightly tinted lavender. 25c - 3 for 60c

6814 - GREAT LAKES M. 36". This fine pure- light blue iris ranks first among the nation's 100 best. Beautiful flaring form and excellent branching. $1.40 - 3 for $4.20

6816 - MISSOURI LM. 24". Definitely one of the best. The giant blooms of rich medium blue have a heavy enameled texture. $1.25 - 3 for $3.75

6818 - SHINING WATERS M. Tall distinctive silvery blue. 35c - 3 for 90c

6819 - SILHOUETTE LM. A smooth medium blue self. Makes a magnificent chump. 30c - 3 for $1.50

PURPLE

6850 - DEPUTE NOMBLOT LM. 36". Rosy purple dusted with bronze and accented by gold beard. 25c - 3 for 60c

6852 - ELMOUR LM. 36". The most sensational seedling of Wm. Mohr. It is an exquisite shade, rich reddish mul-berry, exceptionally glossy and handsome. $2.95 Each

6856 - SABLE — Deepest black violet, arresting in its depth of color. Its harmonizing violet beard and its lustrous finish make it a superior Iris in its color. $1.50 Each

MAUVE

6846 - ORMORH M. 34". Distinguished from its parent, Wm Mohr, by a taller stem, larger flowers and deeper color with less contrast in its veining. 

6848 - WM. MOHR E. 28". Large exotically blooms of lavender closely matched overall with Violet. 30c - 3 for $1.50

YELLOW

6851 - GOLDEN MAJESTY LM. 34". One of the very fine new yellows. $1.00 - 3 for $3.00

6852 - GOLDEN TREASURE M. 36". Extremely charming creamy yellow with shimmering silky texture and a glowing golden light at the center. 40c - 3 for $1.20

6853 - HAPPY DAYS E. 30". Extra large flowers of medium yellow which glister in the sunlight. 30c - 3 for $1.50

6854 - NARANJA M. 34". Good size and substance in rich deep yellow with a pronounced orange tone, mostly in the falls. 30c - 3 for $1.50

6855 - TREASURE ISLAND LM. 36". Massive blooms of rich gold with a spot of cream on the falls. Moderately branched and hearty. 90c - 3 for $2.70

RED

6860 - DAUNTLESS M. 33". A fine red that has enjoyed long popularity. 25c - 3 for 60c

6862 - THE RED DOUGLAS LM. 30". A Mag- nificent iris of vibrant wine red plus plus with a warm glow of gold at the center. $2.00 - 3 for $6.00

6864 - CHINA MAID E. 34". Lucious orchid pink, softened by a blend of golden buff at the haft. 90c - 3 for $2.70

6863 - LIGHT HOUSE L 32". From this town of beauty radiate soft tones of rose and rose-red with a warm glow of gold at the center. 75c - 3 for $2.25

6866 - PRAIRIE SUNSET M. 34". A gorgeous giant. Mingled dots of pink, rose, apricot, peach and gold. $1.50 each

DWARF IRIS

6872 - WHITE 6870 - YELLOW 6876 - VIOLET BLUE

Excellent for edgings. Their bloom very early. 3 for 60c; 10 for $1.75

IRIS BONUS

If your Order totals ____________________________

$2.50 $5.00 $10.00

You may select from the group below an extra value up to ____________________________

BEUCHLEY'S GIANT - DEPUTE NOMBLOT - HAPPY DAYS
MISSOURI - NARANJA - WABASH - WASATCH - WM. MOHR

PORTER-WALTON COMPANY
WHITE

6800 - GUDRUN E 30": Snowy White, warmed
ed by a golden beard and fine sprinkling of
gold dust. Large and shapely. 90c - 3 for $3.00
6801 - SNOW FLURRY EM 36": A beautiful
ruffled cool white with a tint of blue in the
newly opened blooms. Exquisite form.
$2.00 - 3 for $5.00
6802 - SNOWKING LM 36": Large flowers of
pure white. Clotted standards, and falls
gracefully flaring. 30c - 3 for 75c

PLICATAS

6805 - LOS ANGELES M 38": Pure white pli-
cata with slight blue stitching at the
center. 35c - 3 for 90c
6806 - TIFFANY M 36": Gaily different. It is
heavily stippled dark rose on a yellow back-
ground. A profuse bloomer. 60c - 3 for $1.50
6807 - WABATCH E 32": A very large, broad
petaled white, pli-cata with even markings
of mid-blue. 30c - 3 for 75c

BLUE

6810 - BEUCHLEY'S GIANT E 40": A tall
blue bearded giant. A pleasing combina-
tion of light and deep blue. 25c - 3 for 60c
6812 - EL CAPITAN M 39": Very large blue
flowers, slightly tinted lavender. 25c - 3 for 60c
6814 - GREAT LAKES M 36": This fine pure
light blue iris ranks first among the nation's 100 best. Beautiful blooming form and
elegant branching. $1.40 - 3 for $1.35
6815 - MISSOURI LM 34": Definitely one
of the best. The giant blooms of rich medium
blue have a heavy enamelled texture
30c - 3 for $1.25
6818 - SHINING WATERS M Tall distinctive
silvery blue. 35c - 3 for 90c
6819 - SIERRA BLUE LM A smooth medium
blue self. Makes a magnificent clump.
30c - 3 for 75c

PURPLE

6856 - DEPUTE NOMBLOT LM 38": Roy purple
dusted with bronze and accented by gold beard. 25c - 3 for 60c
6825 - ELMOHR LM 36": The most sensational
seedling of Wm. Mohr. It is an exquisite shade, rich reddish
blueberry, exceptionally glossy and lustrous $2.00 Each
6826 - EMPIRE LM 35": Deep rich black violet, arresting in depth of color. Its harmonizing violet beard and its lustrous
finish make it a superior iris in its color. $1.50 Each

MAUVE

6846 - ORMOHR M 34": Distinguished from its parent, Wm.
Mohr, by a taller stem, larger flowers and deeper color with less contrast in its veining.
35c - 3 for 60c
6848 - WM. MOHR E 28": Large exotic blooms of lavender
closey.netted overall with violet. 30c - 3 for 75c

YELLOW

6851 - GOLDEN MAJESTY LM 34": One of the very fine
new yellows. $1.00 - 3 for $2.50
6852 - GOLDEN TREASURE M 36": Extremely charming
creamy yellow with shimmering silky texture and a
glowing golden light at the center. 40c - 3 for $1.50
6884 - HAPPY DAYS E 36": Extra large flowers of the medium
yellow which glints in the sunlight. 35c - 3 for 75c
6850 - RANARAN M 34": Good size and substance in rich
deeep yellow with a pronounced orange tone. Mostly in
30c - 3 for 75c
6955 - TREASURE ISLAND LM 36": Massive blooms of
rich gold with a spot of rust on the falls. Moderately
branched and Hardy. 50c - 3 for $1.50

GREAT LAKES

AMOENA & VARIEGATA

6822 - WABASH M 36": Without doubt the
distinctive and unique. The true white standards and
deep violet blue falls edged white, make a distinctly fresh bloom
$1.50 - 3 for $2.50
6920 - CITY OF LINCOLN LM 38": King of the
variegated. Rich golden standards and
bright violet. Red falls produce a very
striking color effect. $1.00 - 3 for $2.50

PINK

6808 - CHINA MAID E 34": Lucious orchid
pink, softened by a blend of golden buff at
the falls. 90c - 3 for $2.25
6847 - LIGHT HOUSE L 32": From this tower
of beauty moderate soft tones of rose and
rosy-red with a warm glow of gold at the
center. 75c - 3 for $2.00
6845 - PRAIRIE SUNSET M 34": A gorgeous
giant. Mingled hints of pink, rose, apricot,
pink, and gold. $2.50 each

RED TONES

6838 - DAUNTLESS M 32": A fine red that has
enjoyed long popularity. 25c - 3 for 60c
6842 - THE RED DOUGLAS LM 36": A Mag-
ificent iris of vibrant wine red with plant
like quality. Its size and style add much
to its beauty. $1.50 - 3 for $2.50

DWARF IRIS

6872 - WHITE 6800 - YELLOW
6876 - VIOLET BLUE

Excellent for edging. Their bloom
very early. 3 for 60c; 10 for $1.75

SNOW FLURRY

PORTER-WALTON COMPANY

Seedsmen and Nurserymen

P. O. Box 1619 Salt Lake City 11, Utah
Madonna Lily

CATALOG NO. 7116

Lilium Candidum (Madonna Lily) is the best known and the earliest blooming of the hardy white lilies. The stems, often 4 feet tall, carry 6 to 10 pure snow-white blooms with golden anthers. Very fragrant.

The bulbs should be planted in August or September, covering with 2 inches of soil above the bulb. They thrive in all soils and prefer sunny or partly sunny exposures. Large Bulbs 60c each; 3 for $1.65; 10, $5.00; 25, $11.50.

Oriental Poppies

We offer only limited stocks of these fine poppies.

6915 - Helen Elizabeth — Large, magnificent blooms of clear La France pink with no dark base spots. Grows 30 inches tall and has a long blooming season. 75c each

6916 - May Sadler — A wonderful salmon toned pink with dark base spots. 75c each.

6917 - Perry's White — A fine satiny white with a dark maroon blotch at the base of each petal. 90c each.